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Abstract - Online shopping advancements have been so drastic that it has evolved to be a part of our life. Today customer 
doesn’t drive down to some shop for buying a product but preferably check over the internet for price, offers, reviews and 
order online. In most of the metro Politian cities water containers are purchased from shops for their basic needs of day to 
day life. The current system working procedure in those cities is where customer calls/drives down to shop to order the water 
container by providing the shopkeeper a deliverable address and then a delivery person delivers the order to customer’s door 
step, as this system works totally offline and has lot of drawbacks. The major drawbacks in current offline system are 
repeated calls from and to customer, if multiple orders are placed from same locality the delivery person travels multiple 
times, there is no track of order, etc. This paper proposes an android application for water container ordering and delivery 
management system, where customer can order over an application by searching the nearby shops which provide the service 
and make payment online. This proposed system helps in overcoming the major drawbacks of current system. This 
application provides assistance modules for shopkeeper; it provides a delivery module which helps delivery person to deliver 
the containers to number of places by efficient path strategies and as application uses internet, e-payment, maps etc; it 
moderately helps in developing digitally empowered society. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Bottled water is drinking water packaged 
in plastic or glass water bottles. Bottled water may 
be carbonated or not. Sizes range from small single 
serving bottles to large carboys for water coolers. The 
bottled water industry in India witnessed a boom in 
the late 1990s soon after Bisleri launched its 
packaged drinking water in the country. 
Water scarcity is fast becoming urban India's number 
one woe, with government's own data revealing that 
residents in 22 out of 32 major cities have to deal 
with daily shortages [1]. It is not uncommon for 
business or individuals to subscribe to a bottled water 
service. These services deliver water either monthly 
or weekly, sometimes even daily.  
 
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 
This Case study looks at the problem of setting up a 
shop which provides water container delivery to 
customer door step and maintenance of the system. In 
existing system there are few drawbacks[2], 
 
 
Problems: 
 For placing any orders customers have to visit 

shops to know about water items and then place 
order and pay. In this method time and manual 
work is required. 

 While placing an order over the phone, customer 
lacks the visual confirmation that the order was 
placed correctly. 

 Every shop needs certain employees to take the 
order over phone or in-person, to offer a 
customer satisfaction and process the payment.  

 In today’s market, labor rates are increasing day 
by day making it difficult to find employees 
when needed. 

 
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
This system provides majorly four modules, which 
are mentioned below. The system provides user 
friendly GUI and data flows to all modules in 
dynamic way. The four major modules of the system 
are,    
Modules: 

1. Customer 
2. Admin  
3. Shopkeeper 
4. Delivery person 

 
Customer 
This module is specifically designed for customer 
end. The customer has to provide details like name, 
residential address, phone number and email-id to get 
the user-id and password from admin where password 
can be changed later by customer. 

 
Figure 1:Customer’s privileges 
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The features provided in this module are: 
 Profile 
 Search store 
 Place order 
 Track order 
 Payment 
 Cancel order 

 
Admin 
This module provides all authorities concerned to 
admin. Username and default password for new 
registries is provided from this module. Add 
shopkeeper, customer and delivery guy to the system 
and delete option is provided at this end. This module 
helps to keep track of the shopkeeper’s business 
graph and can help in statistical analytics. 

 
Figure 2:Admin’s role 

 
Shopkeeper 
This module is for shopkeeper who provides water 
container delivery to customers.  The shopkeeper has 
to provide details like name of shop, shop owner, 
shop address, phone number and email-id to get the 
user-id and password from admin. 

 
Figure 3: Shopkeeper’s privileges 

 
The features provided in this module are: 

 Profile  
 Orders pending 
 Track order 
 Cancel order 
 Orders completed 

 Report (day/week/month/year) 
 Report spam 
 Payments 

 
Delivery Person 
This module has some special features which help the 
delivery person to deliver the product in efficient. 

 
Figure 4: Delivery person’s role 

 
The features provided are: 

 Orders  
 Route (efficient path/shortest path) for order 

to be delivered 
 Status of order 
 Payment 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
This paper is influenced by the idea digital India and 
making all possible business digital. The current 
working system has drawbacks like;slow, includes 
lots of manual work, unclear, no e-transactions, 
multiple conversations, lack of delivery methods and 
many more. The proposed solution in this paper eases 
of everything and make the system digital. 
The working of the system is shown in a flow chart 
fig (). The customer first registers by filling up all 
required details in the registration form of an 
application. When the order need to be placed 
customer searches for the nearby store/shop that 
delivers the water containers and places the order. 
Once the order is placed the shopkeeper gets the 
notification regarding order and complete details of 
the customer, then the shopkeeper confirms the order 
which is next moved to delivery person module. Once 
delivery guy gets the notification of order the wait 
time is started, then if any more orders are placed 
those are clustered and delivery path is established 
[5]. The multiple markers API of Google maps are 
used and shortest path between those markers is 
calculated and optimized route is displayed on 
delivery person application. Once the delivery is done 
the delivery person changes the order status to 
delivery success. In this all mean while the customer 
gets an option to track order also [6]. The payment 
method can be online payment or e wallet of the 
application.     
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Figure 5:Methodology flowchart 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
The current working strategy is old fashioned and 
there is no usage of commonly used technologies like 
internet, android and digital money. Thus it can be 
concluded that the proposed application effectively 
provides the solution to current working method. This 
application introduces facility for customer to place 
orders and track orders. It also helps the shopkeeper 
to maintain records systematically and reduces a lot 
of paper work and manual efforts. The application 
provides lots of advantages like shop locator, 
customize orders, enhanced user interface, payment 
options, delivery options, order process estimate, 
order status and may more.  
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